Item 7.

From: "NEW YORK"

To: "KOSOVO"

No: 1716

5 Dec 44

VICTOR,

1. Z.B. is taking a few days leave for C.I.A. 02 [KRAPGER] [1] in search of work that would suit us. He has been burdened with the material.

2. GREGORY [GRIGORJ] has taken on CHECH [Chekh] [ii] [D. in] technical liaison [TVKh] [ICH] [E] [Y.A. SVYa2].

3. In route here there was evidently external surveillance on JULI. [iii] [YuLiYa], [Her] [i].

   neighbour on the car Richard P. LITZ [P.LIT]

   [D. showed] a suspicious interest in her. Recently he rang up [D. on questions] connected with the

   PCTRY [iv] [P.BrKH] [D. but [4. group uncovered]] unaccepting

   JULI.'s advice he at the PCTRY [7 groups uncovered]

   here JULI. has been under external surveillance three

   times. According to her supposition the cause of the

   external surveillance is to be sought in her meetings

   with [v] [N.KhK] and [D. G.I.T] [D.R] [v]

   KHAROV

   [39 groups uncovered]

   and ORIGIN.L (until the arrival of a special worker in

   the sixth line) to SOUTHERN [YuZhNZ].

   Telegram

   [D. agreement].

No. 946

A.Y

6 December

"S. No : XY 17.7"

T.N. [a] Added by translator to complete the sense

Comment[i] KRAPGER - "HICHTON, D.C.

[ii] Chekh - Formerly Bob. [See No. 1397].

[iii] YULIYa - Olga Valentinovna KhLOP.OW.


[v] D.R - Not now thought to be Grigorij KhEFEI.

DAR IS GRIGORIJ KASPAROV AND KHAROV IS GRIGORIJ KHEIFFTS.
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